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1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS
Consider the Dirichlet boundary value problem
{&2 u=*k u+g(x, u)u=0
in 0
on 0
(1)
where 0/RN(N1) is a bounded smooth domain, *k is an eigenvalue
of the problem &2u=*u in 0, u=0 on 0 and g : 0 _R  R is a
Carathe odory function such that
gM(x) ] sup [ | g(x, t)| | |t|M] # Lq(0) (2)
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for all M>0 and some q1 with 1q+1p=1 and 2<p<2N(N&2) for
N3, 2<p<+ for N=1, 2. Assume that
lim
|t|  
g(x, t)
t
=0 (3)
uniformly for a.e. x # 0. The problem (1) under conditions (2) and (3)
is called the elliptic resonant problem. For this problem there are many
well-known existence and multiplicity results which are obtained by the
minimax methods (see [1, 36, 89]). Most of these are under the condi-
tion of the boundedness for a nonlinear term, that is, there exists
g0 # Lq(0) such that | g(x, t)|g0(x) for all t # R and a.e. x # 0. The elliptic
resonant problem with an unbounded nonlinear term has been considered
in [2, 3, 7]. In this paper we consider the elliptic resonant problem at
higher eigenvalues with unbounded nonlinear term by the minimax
methods associated with a new and interesting integral inequality. The
main results are the following.
Theorem 1. Assume that (2) holds and that there exist r # ]1, 2[,
a # L1(0) with a(x)0 for a.e. x # 0 and 0 a(x) dx>0, and b # L
p$(0) such
that
a(x)lim inf
|t|  
g(x, t)t
|t| r
lim sup
|t|  
g(x, t)t
|t| r
b(x) (4)
uniformly for a.e. x # 0, where 1p$+rp=1. Then problem (1) has at least
one solution in H 10(0).
Theorem 2. Suppose that g : 0 _R  R is a Carathe odory function such
that
gM(x) ] sup[ | g(x, t)| | |t|M] # L(0) (5)
for all M>0 and that there exist r # ]1, 2[, a # L1(0) with a(x)0 for a.e.
x # 0 and 0 a(x)dx>0, and b>0 such that
a(x)lim inf
|t|  
g(x, t)t
|t| r
lim sup
|t|  
g(x, t)t
|t| r
b (6)
uniformly for a.e. x # 0. Assume that there exists a positive integer m<k
such that
*m&*k inf
t{0
g(x, t)
t
(7)
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for a.e. x # 0 and
lim sup
t  0
g(x, t)
t
<*m+1&*k
uniformly for a.e. x # 0. Then problem (1) has at least one nonzero solution
in H 10(0).
Theorem 3. Suppose that (5) and (6) hold. Assume that there exists a
positive integer m>k such that
*m&*klim inf
t  0
g(x, t)
t
uniformly for a.e. x # 0 and
sup
t{0
g(x, t)
t
*m+1&*k
for a.e. x # 0. Then problem (1) has at least one nonzero solution in H 10(0).
Remark 1. First, our method is different from those found in [2] and
[7]. Their methods are the Morse theory and the topological degree
theory, respectively. Next, [7] only considers the resonant problem at the
principal eigenvalue, while [2] needs higher regularity for the nonlinear
term.
Remark 2. On one hand, there are functions g satisfying our assump-
tion and not satisfying the condition in [3], for example, g(x, t)=
(t2+1)14 sin2 |x|. On the other hand, [3] only considered the existence for
the problem with an unbounded nonlinear term.
Remark 3. Conditions (2) and (5) naturally hold for a continuous
function g.
Remark 4. Consider the problem
{&2 u=*k u& g(x, u)u=0
in 0
on 0
. (8)
Using a method similar to the one used in Theorems 1, 2 and 3, we can
state the following theorems.
Theorem 4. Under the condition of Theorem 1, problem (8) has at least
one solution in H 10(0).
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Theorem 5. Assume that (5) and (6) hold and that there exists a positive
integer m<k&1 such that
*k&*m+1<lim inf
t  0
g(x, t)
t
for a.e. x # 0 and
sup
t{0
g(x, t)
t
*k&*m
for a.e. x # 0. Then problem (8) has at least one nonzero solution in H 10(0).
Theorem 6. Suppose that (5) and (6) hold. Assume that there exists a
positive integer mk such that
*k&*m+1< inf
t{0
g(x, t)
t
uniformly for a.e. x # 0 and
sup
t  0
g(x, t)
t
*k&*m
uniformly for a.e. x # 0. Then problem (8) has at least one nonzero solution
in H 10(0).
2. PROOF OF THEOREMS
Define . on the Sobolev space H 10(0) by
.(u)= 12 &u&
2& 12*
k&u&2L2&|
0
G(x, u) dx
where G(x, t)=t0 g(x, s) ds, &u&=(0 |{ u|
2 dx)12 is the norm in H 10(0).
Then . is continuously differentiable and
(.$(u), v) =|
0
{u {v dx&*k |
0
uv dx&|
0
g(x, u) v dx
for u, v # H 10(0). It is well-known that u # H
1
0(0) is a solution of problem
(1) if and only if u is a critical point of .. The proofs of the above theorems
essentially rely on the following lemmas.
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Lemma 1. Suppose that f : 0 _R  R is a Carathe odory function, and
2<p<2N(N&2) for N3,2<p<+ for N=1, 2, 1q+1p=1.
Assume that there exist r # ]1, 2[, a # L1(0) with a(x)0 for a.e. x # 0
and 0 a(x) dx>0, and b # L
p$(0) with 1p$+rp=1 which satisfies the
statement that for every =>0 there exists a non-negative function h= # Lq(0)
such that
(a(x)&=) |t| r&h=(x) |t| f (x, t)(b(x)+=) |t| r+h=(x) |t|
for a.e. x # 0 and all t # R. Let V=N(*k+2) ] [u # H 10(0)|&2u=*ku],
W=V=, un=vn+wn # V+W such that
&un&   and
wn
&un&
 0 as n  .
Then one has
m ] lim inf
n  
&un&&r |
0
f (x, un(x)) dx>0.
Proof. By the equivalence of norms in finite-dimensional space and the
Sobolev embedding theorem, there exists a positive constant C such that
sup[ |v(x)| | x # 0]C &v&
for all v # V and
&u&Lp(0)C &u&
for all u # H 10(0). Furthermore it follows from the first part of the proof of
Lemma 3.2 in [1] that for every :>0 and ;>0 there exist M:>0 and
m;>0 such that
meas[x # 0 | |w(x)|<M; &v&]<:
for all w # W and
meas[x # 0 | |v(x)|>M; &w&]<;
for all nonzero v # V. Let
An=[x # 0 | |wn(x)|M:&wn &]
and
Bn=[x # 0 | |vn(x)|M;&vn&]
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for all n. Noticing that vn {0 for large n, we have meas(0"An)<: and
meas(0"Bn)<; for large n. For x # An & Bn , one has
|un(x)|
&un&

|vn(x)|
&un &
&
|wn(x)|
&un &
m;
&vn&
&un &
&M:
&wn&
&un&
 m;
and
|un(x)|
&un&

|vn(x)|
&un &
+
|wn(x)|
&un&
C
&vn&
&un &
+M:
&wn&
&un&
 C
as n  . Thus we have
lim inf
n  
&un&&r |
An & Bn
f (x, un) dx
mr; lim inf
n   |An & Bn a(x) dx&C
r= meas 0
mr; \lim infn   |0 a(x) dx&&a&1, :&&a&1, ;+&C r= meas 0
where and then &h&p, : ] sup[&h&Lp(E) | E/0 is measurable and meas E
:] for h # L p(0). By the absolute continuity of the Lebsegue integral, one
has &h&p, :  0 as :  0. For x # An"Bn , we obtain
|un(x)|
&un&

|vn(x)|
&un &
+
|wn(x)|
&un &
m;
&vn&
&un &
+M:
&wn&
&un&
 m;
as n  . It follows that
lim sup
n  
&un&&r |
An"Bn
f (x, un) dxm r; &b+=&p$, ; .
From the Ho lder inequality, one obtains
lim sup
n  
&un&&r |
0"An
f (x, un) dxlim sup
n  
&un&&r |
0"An
(b(x)+=) |un | r dx
C r &b+=&p$, : .
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Hence, we have
m=lim inf
n  
&un&&r |
0
f (x, un) dx
mr; \|0 a(x) dx&&a&1, :&&a&1, ;&&b+=&p$, ;+
&C r= meas 0&C r &b+=&p$, : .
Letting :  0 and =  0, one has
mmr; \|0 a(x) dx&&a&1, ;&&b&p$, ;+ .
It follows that
lim inf
;  
mm&r; |
0
a(x) dx>0
which implies that m>0.
Lemma 2. Under conditions (2) and (4), . satisfies the (PS) condition.
Proof. Let (un) be a sequence in H 10(0) such that [.(un)] is bounded
and .$(un)  0 as n  . By the Sobolev embedding theorem, we only
need to prove that (un) is bounded. Assume that &un&   as n  . Split
un=vn+wn=vn+w+n +w
&
n
vn # V, w+n #W
+ ] i=k+1 N(*i+2), w
&
n #W
& ] (V+W+)=. For every
=>0, there exists M>0 such that
(a(x)&=) |t| rg(x, t) t(b(x)+=) |t| r
for all |t|M and a.e. x # 0. Let
h=(x)= gM(x)+(b(x)+=) M r&1.
Then one has
(a(x)&=) |t| r&h=(x) |t|g(x, t) t(b(x)+=) |t| r+h=(x) |t|
for a.e. x # 0 and all t # R, which implies that
| g(x, t)|(b(x)+=) |t| r&1+h=(x)
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for a.e. x # 0 and all t # R. By the Ho lder inequality, one has
} |0 g(x, un) w+n dx }
&b+=&Lp$(0) &un &r&1Lp(0) &w
+
n &Lp(0)+&h=&Lq(0) &w
+
n &Lp(0)
C r&b+=&Lp$(0) &un&r&1 &w+n &+C &h=&Lq(0) &w
+
n &
for large n. Thus we obtain
&.$(un)& &w+n &(.$(un), w
+
n )
=&w+n &
2&*k &w+n &
2
L2(0)&|
0
g(x, un) w+n dx
\1& *k*k+1+ &w+n &2&C r &b+=&Lp(0) &un&r&1 &w+n &
&C &h=&Lq(0) &w+n &
which implies that &w+n &&un&  0 as n  . Similarly, we have &w
&
n &
&un&  0 as n  . It follows that
lim sup
n  
&un&&r } |0 g(x, un) wn dx }=0.
Alternatively, one has
&.$(un)& &vn &|(.$(un), vn) |= } |0 g(x, un) vn dx }
which implies that
lim sup
n  
&un&&r } |0 g(x, un) vn dx }=0.
It follows that
lim sup
n  
&un&&r } |0 g(x, un) un dx }=0.
which contradicts Lemma 1. Hence . satisfies the (PS) condition.
Now we give the proofs of the main results.
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Proof of Theorem 1. Let E=H 10(0), Hk=
k
i=1 N(*i+2). Then
Hk {[0] and is finite dimensional. From Lemma 2 we obtain that
. # C1(E, R), satisfies the (PS) condition. By the Saddle Point Theorem
(see Theorem 4.6 in [6]), we only need to prove
(.1) .(u)  + as &u&   in H =k , which implies that infu # H=k .(u)
>&, and
(.2) .(u)  & as &u&   in Hk .
From the proof of Lemma 2, for every =>0 there exists a non-negative
function h= # Lq(0) such that
(a(x)&=) |t| r&h=(x) |t|g(x, t) t(b(x)+=) |t| r+h=(x) |t|
for a.e. x # 0 and all t # R. Noticing that G(x, t)=t0 g(x, ts) t ds we have
(a(x)&=) |t| r&rh=(x) |t|rG(x, t) t(b(x)+=) |t| r+rh=(x) |t|
for a.e. x # 0 and all t # R. It follows that
.(u)
1
2 \1&
*k
*k+1+&un&2&
C r
r
&b+=&Lp$(0) &u&r&C&h=&Lq(0) &u&
for all u # H =k , which implies (.1).
Now we prove (.2). If (.2) does not hold, there exist C0 # R and a
sequence (un) in Hk such that &un&   as n   and .(un)C0 , which
implies that lim infn   &un &&r .(un)0 and lim infn   &un &&2 .(un)0.
Write un=vn+wn , vn # V, wn # W&. First we consider the case that (un)
has a subsequence, say (un), such that wn &un&  0 as n  . By Lemma 1
we have
lim sup
n  
&un&&r .(un)&lim inf
n  
&un&&r |
0
G(x, un) dx<0
which is a contradiction. Then we consider the case that lim infn   &wn &
&un&>0. From the inequality
.(un)
1
2 \1&
*k
*k&1+ &wn&2+
C r
r
&b+=&Lp$(0) &un &r+C &h= &Lq(0) &un&
for all un # Hk , we obtain
lim inf
n  
&un&&2 .(un)
1
2 \1&
*k
*k&1+ \lim infn  
&wn&
&un&+
2
<0
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which is a contradiction, too. Hence, Theorem 1 follows from the Saddle
Point Theorem.
Proof of Theorem 2. Let E=H 10(0), Hm=
m
i=1 N(*i+2). Then Hm
is finite dimensional and . # C1(E, R), satisfying the (PS) condition. By the
Generalized Mountain Pass Theorem (see Theorem 5.3 in [6]), we only
need to prove
(.3) lim inf &u&&2 .(u)>0 as &u&  0 in H =m ,
(.4) .(u)0 for u # Hm , and
(.5) .(u)  & as &u&   in Hm+1 .
For =0 # ]0, *m+1&*k&lim supt  0 g(x, t)t[, there exists $>0 such
that g(x, t)t<*m+1&*k&=0 for |t|<$ and a.e. x # 0. From (6) there
exists M>$ such that g(x, t)<(b+=0) |t| r for all |t|>M and a.e. x # 0. By
(5) one has
g(x, t)tM &gM &L(0)
for $|T |M and a.e. x # 0. Hence we have
g(x, t) t(*m+1&*k&=0) t2+C1 |t| p
for all t # R, a.e. x # 0, and some
C1=M &gM&Lp(0) $&p+(b+=0) M&( p&r)+(*k+=0&*m+1) $2& p.
It follows that
G(x, t)
1
2
(*m+1&*k&=0) t2+
C1
p
|t| p
for all t # R and a.e. x # 0. For u # H =m one has
.(u)
1
2 \1&
*m+1&=0
*m+1 + &u&2&
C1
p
C p &u& p
which implies that lim inf &u&&2 .(u)>0 as u  0 in H =m .
From (7) we obtain g(x, t) t(*m&*k) t2 for all t # R and a.e. x # 0,
which implies that G(x, t) 12 (*m&*k) t
2 for all t # R and a.e. x # 0. Hence
for u # Hm we have .(u)0, which proves (.4). Noticing that m<k, (.5)
follows from (.2).
Replacing the Generalized Mountain Pass Theorem by Theorem 5.29 in
[6], we can prove Theorem 3 in a way similar to the proof of Theorem 2.
We omit the proof of other results.
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